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In this paper, we describe a dense temporal logic programming (DTLP) framework
based on inflnite binary trees called omega trees. We then look at an important subset
of omega trees called ordinal trees that represent only meaningful dense time models.
Ordinal trees have the properties of stability and recurrence, which allow them to be
represented flnitely. The flnite representations called ordinal structures can be used as
temporal data structures and its nodes can be labelled with formulae, giving us the basis
for modeling temporally located information.
In this paper, we label ordinal structure nodes with Prolog clauses to get temporal
horn clauses that represent temporal facts, rules and queries. Temporal resolution tries
to prove temporal queries from a set of temporal facts and rules using a process called
aligning which provides the counterpart of the conventional uniflcation algorithm. Align-
ing restructures ordinal trees to facilitate the transfer of temporal information between
them.
We present theoretical results to show that aligning is computable, and that the
procedures for aligning and resolution are correct.
c° 1996 Academic Press Limited
1. Introduction
There is a frequent need to qualify information with time, especially if we are talking
about the real world and the events that are taking place in it. While logic program-
ming has successfully dealt with static information, the parallel for handling temporal
information is still in its infancy.
Representing time within a (logic) programming language has been di–cult due to
the unavailability of an adequate model of time. Most programming languages support
basic types like integers and reals, and provide a wide range of data structures like
arrays, lists, trees, graphs, stacks and queues, which together are very useful to model a
large variety of real world data. However, none of these are convenient for representing
temporal information. Typically temporal information needs to be represented with time
points and intervals (based on integers or reals), see .Galton .(1987), .Sowa .(1984), .Shoham
.(1988).
The alternative to this is to enhance or modify the logic programming reasoning system
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itself so that temporal modalities can be incorporated, as in .Brzoska .(1995), .Fru˜hwirth
.(1994), .Fiadeiro and .Maibaum .(1994). The disadvantage with this is that it complicates
the inference process and dilutes the basic appeal of simplicity of the traditional logic
programming system.
This paper is inspired by the work of .Gabbay .(1987, .1991), .Abadi and .Manna .(1987)
and others who show how temporal operators may be introduced in a conventional logic
programming language and how horn clause resolution can be extended to handle time.
We extend this work further by showing that dense models of time can be represented
through temporal data structures based on ordinal trees. The inference process that we
will use is roughly like that used in conventional logic programming, with the complexity
of time manipulation being hidden inside an analogue of the uniflcation algorithm called
the aligning algorithm.
sequencing, refinement and recurrence
We look now at some of the issues that need to be kept in mind while choosing a
structure that models temporal relationships.
Consider representing the information: \The ball hit the wall before rolling ofi into the
drain", here we have to represent three events: the interval when the ball hits the wall,
the interval during which the ball was rolling, and the interval in which the ball falls into
the drain. This shows that we will need to model time intervals and their sequencing.
As a more direct example of sequencing, consider representing the following causal rule
that is applicable on each day that had rain: \Whenever it rains, the janitor is absent
the next day". This shows the dependence of one temporal event on another that follows
it in time sequence.
Finally consider the example, \The ball fell ofi the table, bounced several times before
falling into the drain". This again has three events, the ball falling ofi the table, the ball
bouncing and the ball falling into the drain. The bouncing interval can be further split
up into as many subintervals as is needed, each subinterval representing one bounce. This
shows the need for reflnement of intervals.
In the example above, each bounce interval is similar to the next one, in that the
ball flrst goes up and then down. This shows the need for representing information of a
repetitive nature occurring periodically in sequence.
In fact, the last example above says nothing about the number of bounces in the
interval. Any reflnement that contains k bounces, with 2 • k • 1 (including 1 !)
should be acceptable as a model. We will thus have to look at structures that allow
modeling of such recurrence patterns.
omega trees
We flrst look at a temporal logic that is based on a model of time which allows arbi-
trary nesting of sequences, so that we can address the need for intervals, sequences and
reflnement.
The model starts with a sequence of states (similar to the models of discrete temporal
logics). New sequences of states are then repeatedly interpolated between any two states
of any sequence that has been constructed so far to get reflnements.
This model can be conveniently represented as an inflnite binary tree, which we call the
omega tree model. The right branch from any node represents a sequence. The interval
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between node · and its right descendant (next node in sequence) is represented by the
left descendant of ·.
ordinal trees
Since omega trees allow arbitrary reflnement of intervals, it is a model of dense time.
However, the omega tree model turns out to be too general and can represent temporal
patterns which do not occur in practice; to fllter out these models we deflne the properties
of stability and recurrence for omega trees. Omega trees satisfying these two properties
are called ordinal trees.
The need for stability arises from the observation that a temporal predicate would take
on a stable truth value over an entire interval if the interval is made su–ciently small.
The need for recurrence arises from the observation that in any study of deterministic
physical systems, we depend on a recurrent model of the temporal behaviour of the
system. This does not mean that the number of states is flnite; the physical variables
may take values from an inflnite space|we only need that the behaviour that relates the
values across time points be expressible using some recurring pattern.
An ordinal tree can be flnitely represented by a directed graph with some regularity
properties, that we call an ordinal structure. An ordinal structure is made up of three
kinds of nodes: leaf nodes that represent a single (stable) interval, split nodes that
breakup an interval into \present" and \future" intervals; and loop nodes that denote an
interval containing a recurring pattern of events.
temporal clauses
The ordinal structure is a convenient data structure representation that can be an-
notated with flrst order formulae to represent temporally located information. In this
way, we can gracefully extend the propositional version of our dense time logic to flrst
order. We consider a simpler version of this annotation, in which one leaf node of the
ordinal structure is annotated with a Prolog fact to get a temporal predicate. We present
difierent categories of temporal horn clauses based on these temporal predicates, and a
mechanism for manipulating temporal clauses based on aligning.
aligning
Given two ordinal trees (or ordinal structures), they can be re-structured so that their
intervals are aligned. Aligning provides the basic mechanism for merging the temporal
structures contained in two trees into a single composite structure, which allows us to
compute with the static information in the two trees in each common interval. We give
an algorithm to align any two ordinal structures, whose basic operation has a complexity
of O(mn) where m and n are the number of nodes of the two ordinal structures. However
in most cases, the complexity is linear i.e. O(max(m;n)).
temporal resolution
Temporal resolution works on a query clause trying to align it with temporal facts
and rules, expanding the leaves of the query to flll in details and performing other book-
keeping until the whole query clause can be proved.
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For example, if we are given the following rule: \Whenever it rained, the janitor was
absent the next day" and the fact \It rains every Tuesday". Then the following query
will succeed: \Was the janitor absent on Wednesday?" The rule is a causal rule, as the
causes temporally precede the efiects. Queries can be temporally existential, asking if
something ever happened. For example, a query can ask \Was the janitor absent on
some day?" Using a cut in a query, we can even ask: \Did it °ood the day after the
flrst rains?" However there are many queries that cannot be asked yet. We later suggest
several extensions to enhance the power of DTLP.
1.1. related work
theory
Several researchers have tried to model temporal phenomena, see .Emerson .(1990),
.Gabbay .et al. .(1980), .Wolper .(1983). Logic based on inflnite trees has been surveyed
by .Thomas .(1990). We study propositional ordinal tree logic (POTL) in .Ahmed and
.Venkatesh .(1993b), and show it to be decidable in exponential time (in the size of the
formula).
the artificial intelligence approach
Logic of change has been widely studied in Artiflcial Intelligence. .Shoham .(1988) stud-
ied temporal phenomena from the model theoretic point of view, and described his logic
of change in terms of minimal models. .Sowa .(1984) described general framework for
representing temporal information.
discrete time programming
.Orgun and Ma (1994) gave an overview of temporal and modal programming systems.
.Gabbay (1987, .1991) showed how temporal operators may be introduced in a conven-
tional logic programming language and extends horn clause resolution to handle time.
.Abadi and Manna (1987) described Templog, an extension to Prolog by propositional
temporal logic (PTL) operators. The operational semantics of Templog programs can be
given in terms of a resolution proof procedure called T-SLD resolution, a restricted form
of non-clausal temporal deduction system. .Baudinet .(1989) studies the soundness and
completeness of the proof procedures for Templog. All programs of Templog can also be
written in DTLP.
.Moszkowski (1986) and .Hale (1987) describe Tempura, an Interval Temporal Logic
(ITL) programming language. Tempura programs are a conjunction of executable ITL
formulae. They exclude disjunctions and negations for sake of e–ciency. The execution
of a Tempura program involves reduction of the formula over time intervals, until no
interval can be further reflned. Tempura inherits the destructive assignment operator
from the imperative programming languages.
Another interesting interval temporal logic programming language is Tokio, it is de-
scribed in .Aoyagi .et al. .(1986). It has been used for describing computer hardware.
Execution of Tokio programs is based on reduction of programs along with uniflcation
and resolution. Tokio has uniflcation of two types, one that unifles entire sequences of
values, and the second that unifles a value of a variable at speciflc time points.
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.Brzoska (1995) studies bounded universal modalities on horn formulae over dense time
(real and rational numbers). He gives a sound and complete proof procedure based on
quantifler elimination over the theory of rational numbers with < operator. Fourier’s
algorithm for solving linear arithmetic constraints is used to decide truth of formulae
in this logic. Brzoska argues that any extension in expressive power beyond bounded
universal quantiflers leads to highly incomplete logics.
Another interesting dense time logic based on annotated constraint logic programming
(ACLP) is given by .Fru˜hwirth .(1995). Here logic programs are extended with annotated
time constraints over sets of intervals. The set of rational numbers is used here to rep-
resent dense time, and the proof procedure is based on a constraint solver implementing
the simplex algorithm for solving linear inequalities.
A hierarchical temporal reasoning system is described by .Fiadeiro and .Maibaum
.(1994). They argue that using several difierent logics for reasoning at difierent levels
of time allows them to retain the next operator of usual discrete temporal logics in a
dense time setting. Since difierent logics are used for difierent levels of time, a set of
inference rules relate them to each other.
Another hierarchical temporal planner is described by .Badaloni and .Berati .(1994).
They use difierent time scales at difierent levels of abstraction to achieve a hierarchy of
time. It allows actions to be decomposed into sub-actions only when necessary. The goals
are proved by applying planning rules in a backward chaining fashion.
DTLP
DTLP difiers from the other approaches as follows:
1. It is based on a dense time model based on inflnite binary trees (omega and ordinal
trees). This extends discrete temporal programming logic systems (such as Templog)
by allowing reflnement of events.
2. It is based on standard logic programming like Gabbay’s work and can be embedded
in a language like Prolog.
3. The dense time model used here is weaker than those presented elsewhere (for
instance .Brzoska .(1995) uses rational and real numbers as the underlying structure
of time). However, .Brzoska .(1995) uses quantifler elimination to get a decision
procedure, which is more complex than the simple computation method suggested
here.
4. It represents time using a data structure.
5. It models reflnements that allow an inflnite sequence of sub-activities within an in-
terval. The hierarchical planner of .Badaloni and .Berati .(1994) allows decomposition
of actions into flnite number of sub-actions.
6. It can re°ect the underlying hierarchy of time that we usually use to describe
temporal information. For example: time can be organized into years, days and
hours. This is similar to the approach taken in the hierarchical planner of .Badaloni
and .Berati .(1994) and the approach by .Fiadeiro and .Maibaum .(1994), but they
either use time scales or difierent logics at difierent levels.
7. It has a sound theoretical basis. We have shown the propositional ordinal tree logic
to be decidable in exponential time, see .Ahmed and .Venkatesh .(1993b). However,
we believe it is more fruitful to use its models (ordinal trees) directly as a data
structure than to try to build a temporal logic programming framework based on
POTL, see .Ahmed and .Venkatesh .(1993a).
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2. Propositional Dense Time Logic
Propositional Dense Time Logic (PDTL) is an extension of the usual PTL. The lan-
guage of PDTL contains the usual propositional logic symbols: truth constants T (true)
and F (false), a flnite set of propositions PROP = fpi : 0 • i • Ng, and logical con-
nectives: : (not), ! (implies), the usual temporal operators: 2 (henceforth), ° (next),
with the following new operators: @+A (everywhere) and fi (within). The until operator of
PTL given in .Gabbay .et al. .(1980) is not considered here.
2.1. Language of PDTL
Deflne the language of PDTL to be a set LPDTL of formulae generated by:
L ::= Fj:LjL! Lj2Lj ° Lj@+ALj fi Ljp; p 2 PROP
The syntactic deflnitions are:
3`
def= :2:`
<+>` def= :@+A:`
T def= :F
` _ ˆ def= :`! ˆ
` ^ ˆ def= :(`! :ˆ)
`$ ˆ def= (`! ˆ) ^ (ˆ ! `):
Notation:
1. N def= f0; 1; 2; : : :g, the set of natural numbers.
2. N+ def= f(k0; : : : ; kn) : ki 2 N; 0 • i • ng, set of tuples of natural numbers.
3. N⁄ def= N+ [ f()g, set of tuples of natural numbers including the empty tuple.
4. An element of N⁄ will be denoted by k. Where k = (k0; : : : ; kn) or k = ( ).
5. 0i
def= (0; : : : ; 0| {z }
i times
), i ‚ 0, an i-tuple of zeros.
6. The concatenation of the tuple k with the integer i will be denoted by k ¢ i =
(k0; : : : ; kn; i),
7. The concatenation of the tuple k with another tuple m = (m0; : : : ;mj), will be
k ¢m = (k0; : : : ; kn;m0; : : : ;mj).
8. PROP(`) will denote the set of propositions occurring in a formula `.
2.2. omega trees
While the models of PTL are based on the natural numbers, the models of PDTL are
based on nested sequences of natural numbers. The language and the semantics of PTL
are extended so that we can talk about the truth of formulae in such a model.
A state is a subset of PROP . An ! sequence of states (the usual model for PTL) given
in .Gabbay .et al. .(1980) is a sequence of states indexed by elements of N. The model for
PDTL is an inflnitely nested sequence of states which we call the omega tree.
An omega tree is an inflnite binary tree representing a dense model of time (see Fig-
ure 1). A node of the omega tree represents a closed-open interval of time. Its root
corresponds to the whole interval of time, starting from the time point zero. If a node ·
corresponds to an interval starting at time point t, then its right child (next-child or
x-child) [·]x corresponds to sub-interval beyond the ‘next’ time point; and its left child
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·1,s((0))
w. &x
·2,s((0,0)) ·3,s((1))
w. &x w. &x
·4,s((0,0,0)) ·5,s((0,1)) ·6,s((1,0)) ·7,s((2))
: : : : : : : : : : : :
Figure 1. Omega tree.
(within-child or w-child) [·]w corresponds to the sub-interval between t and the next time
point. The arc connecting · to [·]x (respectively [·]w) is called an x-arc (respectively w-
arc).
Given a node · of a tree t, we denote the subtree rooted at · by t(·), and we can pick
a particular sub node of · by applying the operators next (x) and within (w) on it. For
example in Figure 1 the root is ·1 and ·2 = [·1]w, ·3 = [·1]x, ·6 = [·3]w = [·1]xw.
Definition 2.1. (Omega Tree) An omega tree model for PDTL is an inflnite binary
tree T = (N+; 0; w; x; s), rooted at (0), with two successor functions: w : N+ 7! N+
(within) and x : N+ 7! N+ (next). The valuation function s : N+ 7! 2PROP , maps its
nodes (N+) to subsets of PROP, such that
p 2 s(k)$ p 2 s(k ¢ 0); p 2 PROP :
The w-child of (k) is (k ¢ 0) and the x-child of (k ¢ i) is (k ¢ i+ 1), see Figure 1. The omega
tree rooted at (k0; : : : ; kn) will be denoted by T ((k0; : : : ; kn)).
The sequence of states ¿s((0)); s((1)); : : :À occurs as in a PTL model, but here the
sequence of states ¿s((0; 0)); s((0; 1)); : : :À is a nested sequence between the states
s((0)) and s((1)). This sequence is accessible from s((0)) by the fi operator. The states
can be temporally ordered as follows:
s(k) =t s(k ¢ 0) k 2 N+
s(k ¢ i) •t s(k ¢ i ¢m) <t s(k ¢ i+ 1) k 2 N⁄; m 2 N+; i ‚ 0:
Truth of formulae in T is deflned as follows:
T j= ` def= T ((0)) j= `
(T (k) j= p); p 2 PROP ifi p 2 s(k)
T (k) 6j= F
T (k) j= :` ifi not (T (k) j= `)
T (k) j= `! ˆ ifi not (T (k) j= `) or (T (k) j= ˆ)
T ((k1; : : : ; kn)) j=°` ifi T ((k1; : : : ; k(n¡1); kn + 1)) j= `
T ((k1; : : : ; kn)) j= 2` ifi 8j ‚ 0; T ((k1; : : : ; k(n¡1); kn + j)) j= `
T ((k1; : : : ; kn)) j= 3` ifi 9j ‚ 0; T ((k1; : : : ; k(n¡1); kn + j)) j= `
fi` asserts that ` holds in the w-child of the current state, and @+A` asserts that ` holds
everywhere below the current state in the omega tree model.
T (k) j= fi` ifi T (k ¢ 0) j= `
T ((k1; : : : ; kn)) j= @+A` ifi 8j ‚ 0; 8m 2 N⁄; T ((k1; : : : ; k(n¡1); kn + j) ¢m) j= `
T ((k1; : : : ; kn)) j= <+>` ifi 9j ‚ 0; 9m 2 N⁄; T ((k1; : : : ; k(n¡1); kn + j) ¢m) j= `:
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We give a sound and complete flnite axiomatization for PDTL in .Ahmed and .Venkatesh
.(1993b).
3. Ordinal Trees
We consider a restricted set of omega tree models called ordinal trees and its logic: the
Propositional Ordinal Tree Logic (POTL). These are obtained by endowing omega trees
with two properties: stability and recurrence.
Definition 3.1. (Stability) A proposition p 2 PROP is called stable in omega tree T
(at depth n ‚ 0) if
8(k0; : : : ; kn) 2 N+; 8j ‚ 0; 8m 2 N⁄;
p 2 s(k0; : : : ; kn) ifi p 2 s(k0; : : : ; kn + j;m):
If a proposition p is stable in T at depth n, then it follows that:
8(k0; : : : ; kn) 2 N+; T ((k0; : : : ; kn)) j= (@+Ap _@+A:p):
An omega tree T is stable if all propositions of PROP are stable in T . Since PROP is
flnite, it follows that T is stable ifi
9n ‚ 0; 8p 2 PROP ; p is stable in T at depth n:
The smallest n for which this holds is called the nesting depth of the omega tree T .
The property of stability eliminates unnatural models from being considered in the
system. For example, the PDTL formula @+A(<+>A^<+>:A) has an omega tree model but
no ordinal tree models. Clearly, no real event A would have a behaviour that satisfles this
formula, making it necessary to eliminate these behaviour patterns from consideration.
Stability forces each ordinal tree to contain only a flnite depth of reflnements of in-
tervals. Note that this does not mean that the programming system based on ordinal
trees would allow only a flxed depth of reflnements (which would mean that the system
does not have a dense model of time). Since two ordinal trees can have difierent interval
structures and nesting depths, the process of aligning them (deflned later) can introduce
new reflnements of intervals, thus allowing new interpolations to be introduced (thus
providing density).
Definition 3.2. (Recurrence) An omega tree T is called recurring if:
8k ¢ k0 2 N+; 9k00 ‚ k0; 9m ‚ 0; 8i ‚ 0;
T (k ¢ (k00 + i)) = T (k ¢ (k00 + i+m)):
Definition 3.3. (i-recurring) A subtree t(·) of T is i-recurring, for some i > 0, if
t([·]xi) = t(·), and the i is the smallest one possible.
Recurrence means that the temporal structure is eventually periodic along the x-direction
at every level of reflnement. Thus, an omega tree is recurring ifi for every subtree t(·)
of T , 9k;m ‚ 0 : t([·]xk) is m-recurring.
Definition 3.4. (Ordinal Tree) An ordinal tree model for POTL is an omega tree T
which is both stable and recurring.
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Figure 2. Ordinal structure representation.
While stability forces the ordinal tree to have a flnite temporal structure along the w
direction, recurrence forces it to have a flnite temporal structure along the x direction.
We now show that together, they ensure that the ordinal tree is flnitely representable.
3.1. ordinal structures
Definition 3.5. (Ordinal Structures) The ordinal structure over an object lan-
guage ¡ is a directed graph which has only a flnite initial portion of an omega tree,
but has back-x-arcs instead, and has leaf nodes labelled with elements from ¡.
Definition 3.6. (Ordinal Structure Representation) The ordinal structure rep-
resentation of an ordinal tree T is an ordinal structure over the set §, where
¾(A) =
^
(fp : p 2 A \ PROPg [ f:p : p 2 PROP ¡Ag)
§ = f¾(A) : A µ PROPg:
Figure 2 shows the ordinal structure representation of an ordinal tree with PROP =
fp1; p2g. Note that the ordinal structure representation has three types of nodes: split,
leaf and loop nodes:
1. If every descendant of a node · has the same valuation, then · is made into a leaf-
node. A node is a leaf node ifi it has nesting depth of 0. In Figure 2, ·d; ·e and ·f
are leaf nodes. Each leaf node · is labelled by a formula from §. It is easy to see
that it is su–cient to label only the leaf nodes of the ordinal tree with formulae to
reproduce the valuation function for the entire tree.
2. A loop is created when there is periodicity along the x-direction, i.e. t(·) is m-
recurring for some m. Then the tree t([·]xm) is simply replaced by a back-x-arc
to ·. The nodes [·]xi , 0 • i < m are called loop-nodes. In Figure 2, ·b and ·c are
loop nodes.
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3. A Split-node is the usual node of the omega tree. A split node · breaks up an
interval into two sub-intervals: the present and the future, accessible respectively
by its two children: [·]w and [·]x. In Figure 2, ·a is a split node. In general, a split
node is a node that is not a leaf or a loop node as described above.
An ordinal structure representation can be unrolled to get the usual omega tree as follows:
A back arc from · to ·0 in T is unrolled by copying T (·0) below ·.
A leaf node · with label ¾(A) is replaced by the PDTL tree with valuation: s(k) =
A; 8k 2 N+
Lemma 3.1. Every ordinal tree has an ordinal structure representation.
Proof. By induction on the nesting depth n of the ordinal tree: If n is 0, it can be
represented using a formula from § and hence as a leaf node.
Consider n > 0. The nesting depth of the w-child of t([·]xi) for any i will be at
most n ¡ 1. Hence, by the induction hypothesis all these w-children can be represented
by ordinal structures. The property of recurrence guarantees that for some k and m,
t([·]xk) will be m-recurring. The nodes from t([·]xk) to t([·]xk+m¡1) can be represented
as loop nodes and the nodes from t([·]) to t([·]xk¡1) as split nodes. 2
Lemma 3.2. (Minimal representation) Every ordinal tree has a unique minimal or-
dinal structure representation.
Proof. : Similar to the proof above; wherever there is a choice of a number, we choose
the smallest possible number. This means in particular that all loops are reduced to the
smallest size possible, and maximal stable subtrees are replaced by leaf nodes. 2
For simplicity, we will henceforth use \ordinal tree" interchangeably to stand for the full
ordinal tree or to an ordinal structure representation of it.
3.2. language of ordinal trees
We now present a language that can be used to describe ordinal structures over the
object language ¡. We flrst introduce a set of loop operators: f[[k]] : k ‚ 1g, with the
following semantics:
T (m ¢ n) j= [[k]]` $ 8i ‚ 0 : T (m ¢ (n+ ik)) j= `:
The language L(¡) of formulae is deflned inductively as follows:
° 2 ¡! ° 2 L(¡)
` 2 L(¡)!fi` 2 L(¡);°` 2 L(¡); [[k]]` 2 L(¡); k ‚ 0
`1; `2 2 L(¡)! `1 ^ `2 2 L(¡):
It is easy to see that, we can code an ordinal structure representation of an ordinal tree
using a formula from L(§). Leaf nodes will be represented by ¾ 2 §, split nodes by
formulae of the kind (fi`1 ^°`2), and loop nodes by formulae of the kind
[[k]](fi`1;°fi`2; : : : ;°k¡1fi`k):
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Due to the minimal representation lemma presented in the last section, this means that
we can represent each ordinal tree by an unique formula of L(§).
Example 3.1. (Ordinal tree representation) The ordinal tree in Figure 2 is given
by the following formula from L(§):
(fi(:p1 ^ :p2) ^°[[2]](fi(p1 ^ p2) ^°fi(p1 ^ :p2))):
3.3. standardizing ordinal tree formulae
We now show that the formulae of L(¡) can be reduced to normal form. The operators
fi, °, and [[i]] distribute over conjunctions. Moreover [[i]] and ° commute. These follow
from the following observations:
Lemma 3.3.
j= fi(` ^ ˆ) $ (fi` ^ fiˆ)
j= °(` ^ ˆ) $ (°` ^°ˆ)
j= [[i]]°` $ °[[i]]`
j= [[i]](` ^ ˆ) $ ([[i]](`) ^ [[i]](ˆ)); 8i 2 N:
Their proofs follow from the semantics deflned earlier. 2
In the following, for simplicity, we assume that ¡ is closed under sub-formulae forma-
tion; i.e. if ` is a sub-formula of .° 2 ¡, then ` 2 ¡. We also use §⁄ to represent the
sub-formulae closure of §.
Given a labelled ordinal tree, its representation is said to be in standard form when
the operators are fully distributed over conjunctions, with [[i]] is always followed by fi.
The standard form is obtained by repeatedly applying the above equivalences in the left
to right direction. The temporal predicates P (¡) over the object language ¡ are deflned
inductively as follows:
° 2 ¡! ° 2 P (¡)
` 2 P (¡)!fi` 2 P (¡); °` 2 P (¡); [[k]]fi` 2 P (¡); k ‚ 0:
Lemma 3.4. (Standard Form) Every ordinal structure over ¡ has a unique standard
form which is a conjunction of temporal predicates over ¡.
Follows from the above equivalences. 2
Theorem 3.5. (Uniqueness of Standard Form) Every ordinal tree has an unique
standard form which is a conjunction of temporal predicates over §⁄.
Follows from the minimal representation lemma and the above lemma. 2
Example 3.2. (Ordinal tree standard form) The ordinal tree in Figure 2 is given
by the following standard form formula of L(§⁄):
fi(:p1) ^ fi(:p2) ^°[[2]]fip1 ^°[[2]]fip2 ^°°[[2]]fip1 ^°°[[2]]fi(:p2):
It is easy to see that given a temporal predicate ` over ¡, we can represent it by an
ordinal structure over ¡ [ fTg as follows:
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` = ° 2 ¡: create a leaf node labelled `.
` = °`0: create a split node with the x descendant being the ordinal structure
of `0 and the w descendant a leaf labelled with T.
` = fi`0: create a split node with the w descendant being the ordinal structure
of `0 and the x descendant a leaf labelled with T.
` = [[k]]fi`0: create a loop with nodes ·1; : : : ; ·k such that the w descendant of ·1
being the ordinal structure of `0, and the w descendant of ·2; : : : ; ·k are leaf nodes
labelled with T.
In the following section, we show how we can recreate an equivalent ordinal structure
from the temporal predicates in its standard form.
3.4. algebra of ordinal structures
Given two temporal predicates over ¡[fTg, represented by ordinal structures t1 and t2
as given above, we can construct their intersection t3 = t1 \ t2 as follows:
1. If both have the same structure then construct t3 with the same structure but each
leaf node labelled with the conjunction of the labels of the respective nodes of t1
and t2. If the resultant label is not in ¡ [ fTg, then the construction fails and we
return ;.
2. If t1 is a leaf node, then we construct t01 with the same structure as t2, but label
each leaf node of t01 with the label of t1. We then compute t
0
1 \ t2 as above.
3. If both are split nodes, t1 = (fit1;w ^°t1;x) and t2 = (fit2;w ^°t2;x), then t3 =
(fi(t1;w \ t2;w) ^°(t1;x \ t2;x)),
4. If both are loop nodes of same size, the construction is similar to the last case.
5. If t1 = [[i]](fit1;1^ : : :^°i¡1fit1;i), t2 = [[j]](fit2;1^ : : :^°j¡1fit2;j) and i 6= j, then
let k = lcm(i; j), the least common multiple of i and j. We have t3 = [[k]](fit3;1 ^
: : : ^°k¡1fit3;k), where: t3;a = t1;(a mod i) \ t2;(a mod j); 1 • a • k.
6. If t1 = [[i]](fit1;1 ^ : : : ^°i¡1fit1;i) and t2 = (fit2;w ^°t2;x) then
t3 = (fi(t1;1 \ t2;w) ^°(t2;x \ [[i]](fit1;2 ^ : : : ^°i¡2fit1;i ^°i¡1fit1;1))).
The remaining cases are variants of those above.
For the object language §, in the flrst case above, the conjunction of two labels l1 =
¾(A1) and l2 = ¾(A2) will be in § only if A1 = A2, in which case the l1 ^ l2 = l1 = l2.
Lemma 3.6. (Intersection) t1 \ t2 is computable and is an ordinal structure with at
most O(mn) nodes, where m and n are the number of nodes in t1 and t2 respectively.
It is easy to see that the procedure given above will terminate and the resultant structure
will be an ordinal structure. The maximum increase in number of nodes occurs through
step 5, where the resultant loop size may be a product of the size of the two loops. Thus,
the resulting number of nodes can be at most O(mn). 2
Lemma 3.7. (Completeness of representation) Let t1; : : : ; tn be ordinal structures
representing the predicates occuring in the standard form representation of an ordinal
tree T . Then the ordinal structure t1\ : : :\ tn is an ordinal structure representation of T .
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Follows from the theorem on uniqueness of standard form. 2
Given two temporal predicates over ¡[fTg, represented by ordinal structures t1 and t2
as given above, we can construct the difierence t3 = t1 ¡ t2 in a similar way to the
intersection construction above, except that the flrst step is replaced by: If both t1 and t2
have the same structure, then construct t3 with the same structure but each leaf node
labelled with the difierence of the labels of the respective nodes of t1 and t2. If the
resultant label is not in ¡ [ fTg, then the construction fails and we return ;. Given two
elements l1 and l2 of ¡ [ fTg, the difierence l1 ¡ l2 is given by:
l1 ¡ l2 = l1; if l2 is T;
= ;; if l1 is T and l2 is not T
= T; if l1 = l2;
is deflned by the object language ¡ otherwise:
For the object language §, we return for the last case the formula ¾(A ¡ B), where
l1 = ¾(A) and l2 = ¾(B).
Lemma 3.8. (Difference) t1 ¡ t2 is computable and is an ordinal structure with at
most O(mn) nodes, where m and n are the number of nodes in t1 and t2 respectively.
Similar to the intersection proof. 2
Lemma 3.9. (Substitution) An ordinal structure t1 with one of its leaf nodes · sub-
stituted by another ordinal structure t2 is again an ordinal structure (t3).
Proof. The construction of t3 is straightforward, the depth of t3 can be at most the
sum of the depths of t1 and t2. 2
Lemma 3.10. (Universal Substitution) An ordinal structure t1 with all its leaf nodes
substituted by another ordinal structure t2 is again an ordinal tree (t3).
Proof. t1 has a flnite number of leaf nodes, which can be substituted by t3 one by one,
each resulting in an ordinal structure by the above lemma. 2
Lemma 3.11. (Level-k-Substitution) An ordinal tree t1 can be extended so that all
its leaf nodes are at depth k ‚ 0 and each leaf node substituted by another ordinal tree t2
to again get an ordinal tree (t3).
Proof. t1 has a flnite number of leaf nodes, say ·1; : : : ; ·n. A leaf node · of t1 at depth
less than k, can be replaced by [[1]]fi·, thereby increasing its depth without changing the
model. In this way, we can extend all leaf nodes to depth k. Finally all leaf nodes of this
ordinal structure can be substituted by t2 to get an ordinal structure t3. 2
4. Ordinal Structures and Prolog
We are now ready to present the method we suggest to compute with ordinal structures.
For this, we start by labeling leaves of ordinal structures with sets of Prolog facts, i.e.
each element of the object language Facts is a conjunction of Prolog facts.
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Figure 3. An ordinal structure over Facts.
Prolog variables occurring in difierent positions in the same structure refer to the
same entity, and hence are the usual rigid or global variables of temporal programming
languages. However, identical Prolog variables in difierent trees are difierent. Also, when
we unroll loops, the new copy of the nodes will have a fresh set of variables difierent from
the ones that are being copied. We use X, Y, Z for rigid variables.
In the next section, we show that the ordinal structure itself can be represented in
Prolog. We will then show how to deflne and manipulate temporal clauses. We use the
symbol \( " (read if ) to difierentiate it from Prolog’s \:-".
4.1. representing ordinal structures in Prolog
Ordinal structures can be represented in Prolog using nested lists, and by declaring
next (°) and within (fi) as preflx operators. Loops are represented by the binary
functor loop(i, ) ([[i]]), where i denotes the size of the loop.
A tree whose root is a split node ·, is written as: [fiL1;°L2], where L1 and L2 represent
t([·]w) and t([·]x) respectively. A loop of k+ 1 nodes: [·]xi;0•i•k where t([·]xk+1) = t(·),
is written as:
[[k + 1]]([fiL0;°fiL1; : : : ;°kfiLk])
where the Li represents t([·]xiw) for 0 • i • k. Note that °i denotes ° repeated i
times. °0 is written merely for clarity and is not present in the corresponding clause.
Example 4.1. As a simple example consider representing the sequence of events: \The
ball hit the wall before rolling into the drain." This can be represented by the ordinal
structure with three leaf nodes, as shown in Figure 3. It can be written as:
[ fi( hit(ball,wall)),
°[ fi( rolling(ball,ground)),
°( in(ball,drain))]]
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Example 4.2. (Sequence of events, standardizing) The ordinal structure in Fig-
ure 3 above can be standardized by distributing and rearranging the operators. We get
the following three temporal predicates:
fihit(ball,wall).
°firolling(ball,ground).
°°in(ball,drain).
Example 4.3. (Infinite sub-activity, standardizing) As a more complicated ex-
ample of standardizing, consider the ordinal structure of the statement \The ball fell
from the table and bounced before rolling into the drain" which can be represented by:
[ fi( falling(ball,table) ),
°[ fi[[2]]( [
fi( moving(ball,up) ),
°fi( moving(ball,down) ) ] )
°[ fi( rolling(ball,ground) ),
°( in(ball,drain) )]]]
Standardizing, we get the following temporal clauses:
fifalling(ball,table).
°fi[[2]] fimoving(ball,up).
°fi°[[2]] fimoving(ball,down).
°°firolling(ball,ground).
°°°in(ball,drain).
Note that the flve clauses above assert facts about flve difierent leaf nodes.
In the next section we deflne and classify the temporal horn clauses.
5. Temporal Horn Clauses
We flrst motivate the use of temporal predicates and temporal horn clauses using an
example:
Example 5.1. Figure 4 shows an ordinal structure that could be considered to be a
machine whose interface consists of a reset line, an input line, a halt control line and an
output line. The machine starts processing once the reset interval is complete. During
processing, the machine accepts an input and sends an output in the following interval
(when it will not accept inputs). This continues till the halt control input is received (if
at all).
The structure of operation of the machine can be represented in standard form in
terms of the temporal predicates:
A. fireset.
B. °fi[[2]] fiinput(X).
C. °fi°[[2]] fioutput(Y).
D. °°halt.
The above temporal facts will cause \structural queries" about the machine to succeed:
for example, we could ask if an input would be accepted in a given interval. However, it
will give no clue about the operational behaviour of the machine.
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Figure 4. Ordinal Structure representing a machine.
We could improve this representation by using some temporal facts and rules. The
following rules give the initial value that is output after reset. Note that these are only
applicable at the beginning, i.e. at the top level of the ordinal tree.
1. fireset.
2. °fi°fioutput (X) (fireset, °fifiinput(X).
3. °°halt.
The input sequence received and the output sequence sent is related by the following
rules that are applicable everywhere:
4. °°fioutput(0) (fioutput(1), °fiinput(1).
5. °°fioutput(1) (fioutput(0), °fiinput(1).
6. °°fioutput(X) (fioutput(X), °fiinput(0).
We could give inputs to the machine by specifying a sequence of predicates based on
input(0) and input(1). We could then ask queries to flnd out the output of the machine
at any given time. This is relatively straightforward and does not really exhibit the power
of the system.
We could also ask queries about the behaviour of the machine itself (independent of
its inputs). For this we flrst add the \generic" structural input clause B given above to
the clauses 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.
We could then ask for example the following query which asks for the inputs that will
cause consecutive outputs to be the same. The answer obviously should be input 0.
°fi°fioutput(X), °fi°°fiinput(Y), °fi°°°fioutput(X),
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An example of a more complicated query is the following, which asks which sequence
of inputs will keep the output at 0, which also should succeed with the answer 0.
°fi[[2]]fiinput(X), °fi°[[2]]fioutput(0)
The rules written above are examples of temporal horn clauses. In the above example,
we can apply the rules anywhere (including at any level of nesting). Hence, these could
be considered as examples of universal clauses. However, universal clauses with temporal
structure inside them can lead to extremely unsatisfactory behavior. For example, the
universal clauses @+A(°fifip(fiq) and @+A(°fifiq(fip) can be satisfled by non-ordinal
tree models. To avoid this, we deflne level rules that can be applied only at a flxed level.
Since, we are dealing with a machine that has only two nesting levels, it is enough to
allow the rules above to apply at all levels up to two.
The procedure we used for computing whether the query holds is the same as the
SLD resolution procedure used in Prolog, with the only difierence being that we replace
a single resolution step (that uses uniflcation) by a more complicated procedure called
aligning that manipulates ordinal structures (for example it does loop unrolling).
We now look in detail at temporal horn clauses. Temporal horn clauses of DTLP are
of the following three types: facts, rules and goals.
5.1. facts
A temporal fact is an ordinal structure with one leaf node labelled by a Prolog fact. In
the examples that follow assume that time is divided into an inflnite sequence of days.
Example 5.2. \It will rain the whole day and there will be a °ood in the latter half of
the day."
firain.
fi°flood.
We assume Sunday is the flrst day of the week (day zero).
Example 5.3. (Loop information) \It rains 10 units every Tuesday."
°°[[7]] firain(10).
It is not possible to assert temporally existential facts. For example, it is not possible
to assert: \On some day there will be rain."
5.2. queries
A temporal query is a list of temporal goals, where each temporal goal is a temporal
predicate.
Example 5.4. (Simple query) \Was the janitor absent on Wednesday?"
?= °°°fiabsent(janitor).
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Example 5.5. (Query with rigid variables) \Will there be rain on Monday and a
°ood on Tuesday, and will the rain be twice the amount of the °ood?"
?= °firain(X), Y is X div 2, °°fiflood(Y ).
5.3. rules
Temporal rules are of three types, classifled according to the nodes (of the query ordinal
tree) where they can be applied:
1. Universal Rules. These can be applied at any node. Universal rules in a sense have
instantaneous efiect, and are used to express time-independent rules. Universal rules
have no temporal structure because a tree universal rule leads to degeneracy as it
can be applied recursively within a subinterval. They are preflxed by the operator
every (@+A). They have a form:
@+A(Qˆ B):
with the semantics:
p1 ¢ ¢ ¢ pn ¢B ! p1 ¢ ¢ ¢ pn ¢Q; 8p1; : : : ; pn 2 ffi;°g; n ‚ 0:
Example 5.6. (Universal rule) \The bulb is on, whenever the switch is on."
@+A( on(bulb) ( on(switch) )
Example 5.7. The following universal rule is obviously time independent:
@+A( odd(X) ( ( 1 is X mod 2 ))
2. Anchored Rules. These can be applied only to the root of a query. It expresses
temporal relations over flxed time intervals, and is useful in asserting generalized
temporal facts.
Example 5.8. The gas pressure (P ) is k times the temperature (T ) over the initial
sub-interval:
fipr(P ) (fitemp(T ), fi( P is k * T ).
which is equivalent to:
fipr(P ) (fitemp(T ), P is k * T.
This equivalence results because we are using rigid variables, it is not true for
°exible variables.
Example 5.9. (Using cut) \He is always late, except on Tuesdays."
°°[[7]]filate( !,fail.
late.
3. Level Rules. These can be applied on any node of a query at speciflc level only,
where the level of a node is deflned as the number of w-arcs between the node and
the root. Such rules are of the form:
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2(fi2)i (°jfiQ (°k1fiB1; : : : ;°kbfiBb), b > 0; i; j; k1; : : : ; kb ‚ 0.
where i is called the level at which this rule is applicable. The semantics is:
((°a0fi°a1 ¢ ¢ ¢ fi°ai+k1)fiB1 ^ : : : ^ (°a0fi°a1 ¢ ¢ ¢ fi°ai+kb)fiBb)
! (°a0fi°a1 ¢ ¢ ¢ fi°ai+j)fiQ:
8a0; : : : ; ai ‚ 0;
Example 5.10. (Level 0 rule, causal rule) \Whenever it rains the janitor is
absent the next day." This rule is applicable on the level of days. To indicate that
the rule is applicable on all days we preflx it by the operator all (2):
2(°fiabsent(janitor) (firain ).
This is also an example of a causal rule as there is no body to the future of the
head. Similarly a rule applicable on all hours of all days would be preflxed by \all
within all" (2 fi2).
Example 5.11. (Level 1 rule) \Whenever it rains more than 20 units for a full
hour, the buses are late for the next one hour."
2fi2(°filate(bus)(firain(X), X ‚ 20 ).
6. Temporal Resolution
Temporal resolution tries to prove a given query (goal) from a set of temporal facts
and rules. Given a list of temporal goals, we try to prove the goals from the left to the
right. A temporal goal is proved if any one of the following holds:
It is established by a temporal fact over the same or a larger interval.
It is established by a temporal rule over the same or a larger interval, and whose
temporal goals in turn are provable.
Its interval can be broken up, and the goal can be proved in each of the sub-intervals.
The transfer of temporal information between a goal and a head is efiected by a
mechanism called aligning, which we describe in the next section.
We maintain all the temporal predicates to be proved in a single ordinal structure
called the goal ordinal structure. This represents the conjunction of goals to be proved.
As the resolution proceeds, the goal ordinal structure is restructured based on aligning,
some of predicates are removed (as they have been proved), and new ones get added (from
the bodies of the rules).
Let tG be the composite goal ordinal structure to be proved. Given the anchored
rule H(B, let tH be the ordinal structure representing the head and tB the ordinal
structure representing the conjunction of the predicates in the body. We assume that the
variables appearing in tG are made distinct from those appearing in tH and tB by using
a separating pair of substitutions.
The application of the anchored rule involves removing from the goal all the predicates
satisfled by head of the rule and adding all the goals in the body. This is captured by
creating and returning the ordinal structure ((tG ¡ tH) \ tB)µ, where µ is a unifying
substitution created while matching the goal with the head. Obviously, if (tG ¡ tH)µ =
tGµ, then we have made no progress through the match of the goal and the head of the
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rule. In this case, it is wiser to cause the rule to fail. The resolution step involving a goal
and an anchored rule can be captured by a flnite number of rewrite rules (called anchored
aligning rules that we present in the next section.
Next, consider a level rule R that can be applied at level k. We could consider this
to be an inflnite set Anc(R) of anchored rules, each of which is obtained by preflxing
the head and each predicate in the body of R by a chain of ° and fi operators, where
the number of fi operators in the chain is not more than k. We could then apply the
anchored rules from Anc(R) repeatedly to the goal tG. In the next section, we present a
flnite set of level aligning rules that subsume these anchored aligning steps.
Finally, consider a universal rule @+A(H(B). Since, neither H nor B has any temporal
structure, and since this rule can be applied in any subinterval, we repeatedly match H
against each Prolog fact appearing in tG, and if the match succeeds with the unifler µ, we
replace the Prolog fact by Bµ. Again, we can replace this with a simple set of universal
aligning rules which we present in the next section.
We have implemented a DTLP interpreter in Prolog. As can be seen above, the reso-
lution strategy is the usual SLD-resolution of Prolog, except that all facts, queries and
rules are temporally qualifled, where these temporal qualiflcations are matched using
aligning.
6.1. the aligning algorithm
We now show how the basic resolution step can be captured through a set of rewrite
rules which together describe the aligning algorithm.
The algorithm align, when given a temporal goal, and a temporal rule or fact, tries to
align the intervals of the goal and the head of a rule. If the goal and the head overlap
then the goal is broken up into two sets: the overlapping and the non-overlapping sets.
If the head of the rule and the overlapping goal unify then the following are returned:
the variable bindings (µ), the body of the rule (called the new-query), and the non-
overlapping goal (called the unanswered-query).
The algorithm considers the following cases:
@+AR 2R fiR H fiH °H [[j]]fiH
Q E1 L1 L5 A1 A5 A9 A13
fiQ E2 L2 L6 A2 A6 A10 A14
°Q E3 L3 L7 A3 A7 A11 A15
[[i]]fiQ E4 L4 L8 A4 A8 A12 A16
Where R denotes a rule, H a head of a rule, and Q a query. There are 28 cases involving
the structure of the goal and the head.
We use the rule-based notation of tree-unify given in .Jouannaud and .Kirchner .(1991)
to describe the aligning algorithm in Table 1. The rules for universal, level, and anchored
aligning are given in Tables 2, 3 and 4 respectively.
The following identities are used during aligning:
Lemma 6.1.
2A$ (A ^°2A)
@+AA$ (A ^°@+AA ^ fi@+AA)
[[n]]A$ (A ^°n[[n]]A)
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Table 1. Aligning rules.
align(G;@+A(R)) = (G0; µ) ˆ U(G;R) = (G0; µ)
align(G;2(R)) = (G0; µ) ˆ L(G;2(R)) = (G0; µ)
align(G;H(B) = (A ^M; µ) ˆ N(G;H(B) = (A;M; µ)
Table 2. Universal aligning rules.
E2 U(fiG;R) = (fiB; µ) ˆ U(G;R) = (B; µ)
E3 U(°G;R) = (°B; µ) ˆ U(G;R) = (B; µ)
E4 U([[k]]G;R) = ([[k]]B; µ) ˆ U(G;R) = (B; µ)
E1 U(G;G0(B) = (Bµ; µ) ˆ unify(G;G0) = µ
Proof. By the semantics of the operators. 2
Aligning [[i]]fiC with °D, requires that the loop be unrolled. Loop events are unrolled,
so that the flrst few occurrences of the repetitive events are made explicit.
Example 6.1. (Loop Unrolling) \The bouncing ball":
[[2]] fimoving(ball; down),
°[[2]] fimoving(ball; up).
is the same as: \The ball fell down and started bouncing":
fimoving(ball; down),
°[[2]] fimoving(ball; up),
°°[[2]] fimoving(ball; down).
6.2. aligning examples
The following examples illustrate all the cases encountered by the aligning algorithm.
Example 6.2. (Universal rule) Cases E1,E2,E3,E4
Query: ?= °°[[3]] fi°fiQ.
Universal Rule: @+A( Q ( B ).
Proved: °°[[3]] fi°fiQ.
ToProve: °°[[3]] fi°fiB.
Example 6.3. (Level 0 rule) Case L1
Query: ?= Q
Level Rule: 2( fiQ (fiB ).
Proved: [[1]] fiQ.
ToProve: [[1]] fiB.
Example 6.4. (Level 1 rule) Cases L3,L6
Query: ?= °°fi°°fiQ.
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Table 3. Level aligning rules.
L2 L(fiG;2R) = (M; µ) ˆ L(fiG;R) = (M; µ)
L3 L(°G;2(°H(B)) = (M; µ) ˆ L(G;2(H(B)) = (M; µ)
L(°G;2R) = (°M; µ) ˆ L(G;2R) = (M; µ)
L4 L([[k]]G;2R) = ([[k]]M; µ) ˆ L(G;2R) = (M; µ)
L6 L(fiG;fiR) = (fiM; µ) ˆ L(G;R) = (M; µ)
L7; L8; L5 return ;.
L1 L(Q;2R) = (M; µ) ˆ L(Q;R) = (M; µ)
L(Q;2R) = ([[1]]M; µ) ˆ L(fiQ;R) = (M; µ)
L(Q;H(B) = (A ^M; µ) ˆ N(Q;H(B) = (A;M; µ)
Table 4. Anchored aligning rules.
A6 N(fiQ;fiH(B) = (A;fiM; µ) ˆ N(Q;H(B) = (A;M; µ)
A7 N(°Q;fiH(B) = ;
A10 N(fiQ;°H(B) = ;
A11 N(°Q;°H(B) = (A;°M; µ) ˆ N(Q;H(B) = (A;M; µ)
A8 N([[k]]Q;fiH(B) = (A;M ^°k[[k]]Qµ; µ) ˆ N(Q;fiH(B) = (A;M; µ)
A12 N([[k]]Q;°H(B) = (A;M ^Qµ; µ) ˆ N(°k[[k]]Q;°H(B) = (A;M; µ)
^ :H([[k]]Q;°H)
A14 N(fiQ; [[k]]H(B) = (A;M; µ) ˆ N(fiQ;H(B) = (A;M; µ)
A15 N(°Q; [[j]]H(B) = (A;M; µ) ˆ N(°Q;°j [[j]]H(B) = (A;M; µ)
^ :H(°Q; [[j]]H)
A16 N([[i]]Q; [[i]]H(B) = (A; [[i]]M; µ) ˆ N(Q;H(B) = (A;M; µ)
A16 N([[i]]Q; [[j]]H(B) = (A; [[l]]M ^Q0µ; µ) ˆ N(Q;H(B) = (A;M; µ)
^ i 6= j ^ l = lcm(i; j)
^ Q0 = V f°k[[l]]Q : 1<k<l ^ i jk ^ j 6 j kg
A2 N(fiQ;H(B) = (A;fiM; µ) ˆ N(Q;H(B) = (A;M; µ)
A3 N(°Q;H(B) = (A;°M; µ) ˆ N(Q;H(B) = (A;M; µ)
A4 N([[i]]Q;H(B) = (A; [[i]]M; µ) ˆ N(Q;H(B) = (A;M; µ)
A5 N(Q;fiH(B) = (A;°Qµ ^ fiM; µ) ˆ N(Q;H(B) = (A;M; µ)
A9 N(Q;°H(B) = (A;fiQµ ^°M; µ) ˆ N(Q;H(B) = (A;M; µ)
A13 N(Q; [[j]]H(B) = (A; [[j]]M ^Q0µ; µ) ˆ N(Q;H(B) = (A;M; µ)
^ Q0 = V f°i[[j]]fiQ : i = 1; : : : ; j ¡ 1g
A1 N(Q;Q0(A) = (Aµ; T; µ) ˆ unify(Q;Q0) = µ
H(°i[[n]]Q;°j [[m]]H) $ 8u; v ‚ 0 : i+ un 6= j + vm; 8i; j ‚ 0
Level Rule: 2 fi2( °fiQ (fiB ).
Proved: °°fi°°fiQ.
ToProve: °°fi°fiB.
Cases A7, A10, L7 do not align. Case L8 (Rule: : : :fi(A(B) and Query [[2]]fiA), is
handled by case L4, since the rule is a level-rule. Similarly case L5 is handled by case L1.
Example 6.5. (Level 0 rule and a loop) Case L4
Query: ?= [[3]] fiQ.
Level Rule: 2( fiQ (fiB ).
Proved: [[3]] fiQ.
ToProve: [[3]] fiB.
Example 6.6. (Level 0 rule) Case L2
Query: ?= fiQ.
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Level Rule: 2( fiQ (fiB ).
Proved: fiQ.
ToProve: fiB.
Example 6.7. (Similar loops) Cases A1,A6,A11,A16
Query: ?= °[[5]] fiQ.
Anchored Rule: °[[5]] fiQ ( B.
Proved: °[[5]] fiQ.
ToProve: B.
Example 6.8. (Anchored Rule) Cases A2,A3,A4
Query: ?= °[[5]] fiQ.
Anchored Rule: Q ( B.
Proved: °[[5]] fiQ.
ToProve: B.
Example 6.9. (Query splitting on an Anchored Rule) Cases A5,A9
Query: ?= Q.
Anchored Rule: °fiQ ( B.
Proved: °fiQ.
ToProve: fiQ, °°Q, B.
Example 6.10. (Query splitting into a loop) Case A13
Query: ?= Q.
Anchored Rule: [[5]] fiQ ( B.
Proved: [[5]] fiQ.
ToProve: °[[5]] fiQ, °°[[5]] fiQ, °°°[[5]] fiQ, °°°°[[5]] fiQ, B.
Example 6.11. (Rule loop unrolling) Cases A14,A15
Query: ?= °°°°°fiQ.
Anchored Rule: [[5]] fiQ ( B.
Proved: °°°°°fiQ.
ToProve: B.
Example 6.12. (Unequal loops) Case A16
Query: ?= [[2]] fiQ.
Anchored Rule: [[3]] fiQ ( B.
Proved: [[6]] fiQ.
ToProve: °°[[6]] fiQ, °°°°[[6]] fiQ, B.
Example 6.13. (Query loop unrolling) Case A8
Query: ?= [[3]] fiQ.
Anchored Rule: fiQ ( B.
Proved: fiQ.
ToProve: °°°[[3]] fiQ, B.
Example 6.14. (Query loop unrolling) Case A12
Query: ?= [[3]] fiQ.
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Anchored Rule: °°°fiQ ( B.
Proved: °°°fiQ.
ToProve: fiQ, °°°°°°[[3]] fiQ, B.
6.3. correctness of resolution
In the flrst lemma, we show that anchored aligning can be algebraically captured
through the difierence and intersection operators described in Section 3.4.
Lemma 6.2. Given a temporal goal G, and an anchored rule H(B, where G, H and B
are represented by the ordinal structures tG, tH and tB respectively, then the aligning
algorithm computes ((tG ¡ tH) \ tB)µ, where µ is the unifler of the predicate in tH and
the corresponding predicate of tG.
Proof. Easy to see from the correspondence between the computation of difierence given
in Section 3.4 and the anchored aligning rules in Table 4. Rules A6; A11; A16 capture
step 1 of the difierence computation, rules A1; A2; A3; A4; A5; A9; A13 capture step 2,
A6; A7; A10; A11 capture step 3, the flrst A16 rule captures step 4, the second A16 rule
captures step 5, and A8; A12; A14; A15 capture step 6. 2
In the next two lemmas, we show that universal and level aligning can be reduced to
anchored aligning.
Notation: Let OPER denote the set of sequences of operators as follows:
OPER = f~p : ~p = (p1 ¢ ¢ ¢ pn); p1; : : : ; pn 2 ffi;°; [[j]] : j > 0g; n ‚ 0:g
We use ~p; ~q; : : : to denote elements of OPER. Note that the empty sequence is included
in OPER.
Lemma 6.3. Given a temporal goal G, and an universal rule @+A(H ˆ B), the result of
the aligning algorithm is the same as that obtainable from the set of anchored rules:
f~pH( ~pB : ~p 2 OPERg
Proof. We flrst write the standard form representation of tG. Each predicate in the
standard form ~pQ that is matched to the head H by the universal aligning rules can be
matched with the anchored rule ~pH( ~pB instead which yields the same result. 2
Lemma 6.4. Given a temporal query G, and a level rule R = 2(fi2)i(°jfiH(°kfiB),
where i; j; k ‚ 0. The result of the aligning algorithm is the same as that obtained from
the set of anchored rules:
f~p°jfiH( ~p°kfiB : ~p = fp1; : : : ; png 2 OPER; jffig \ fp1; : : : ; pngj = ig
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Proof. Similar to the universal aligning rule lemma above. 2
6.3.1. models of temporal programs
The correctness of resolution is now stated with respect to an omega tree model that
we construct from the clauses in the program called extended-Herbrand models.
Now we inductively deflne a function · from the set of sequence of operators to subset
of nodes of the omega tree:
· : OPER 7! 2N+ :
·(()) = 0
·((fi ¢ ~p)) = fk ¢ 0 : k 2 ·(~p)g
·((° ¢ ~p)) = fk ¢ 1 : k 2 ·(~p)g
·(([[m]] ¢ ~p)) = fk ¢ 1(m⁄m0) : k 2 ·(~p);m0 ‚ 0g; 8m ‚ 0:
1m⁄m
0
denotes a sequence of m times m0 ones.
~p 2 OPER:
Extended-Herbrand models (EH) are omega trees, each of whose nodes are the usual
Herbrand model for the predicates and functions occurring in the program. EH(k) will
denote the Herbrand model at node k of the extended model EH.
We now show the existence of extended-Herbrand models for cut free temporal pro-
grams.
Theorem 6.5. A cut free temporal \program", consisting of a set of RULES and FACTS,
has an extended Herbrand model.
Proof. This involves building a sequence of extended-Herbrand model, EHb; b ‚ 0, for
a given program, deflne EHb as an inflnite binary tree, each of whose node is a usual
Herbrand model.
EHb = fEHb(k) : k 2 N+g:
We start by constructing EH0, from the ground facts:
EH0(k) = fF 0 : (~p ¢ F ) 2 FACTS ;
where F 0 is a ground instance of F , and
~p 2 OPER; k 2 ·(~p)g
We say a temporal query ~p ¢B is satisflable in EHb, if B0 2 EHb(k); 8k 2 ·(~p), where B0
is a ground instance of B.
Let EHb+1(k) = (EH1b+1(k)) [ (EH2b+1(k)) [ (EH3b+1(k)), k 2 N+. The three sets
correspond to the three type of rules and they are:
EH1b+1(kh) = fH 0 : (~phH ˆ ~pb1B1; : : : ; ~pbcBc) 2 RULES
H 0; B01; : : : ; B
0
c are ground instances of H;B1; : : : ; Bc;
with all variable consistently replaced by ground terms.
kh 2 ·(~ph); and 8kd 2 ·(~pbd); B0d 2 EHb(kd); 1 • d • cg
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EH2b+1(kh) = fH 0 : 2(fi2)i(°jfi~phH ˆ°k1 ~pb1B1; : : : ;°kc ~pbcBc) 2 RULES
H 0; B01; : : : ; B
0
c are ground instances of H;B1; : : : ; Bc;
with all variable consistently replaced by ground terms.
9a0; : : : ; ai ‚ 0 : ~q = (°a0fi ¢ ¢ ¢°ai)
kh 2 ·(~q°jfi~ph); 8kd 2 ·(~q°kd ~pbd); B0d 2 EH(kd); 1 • d • cg
EH3b+1(k) = fH 0 : @+A(H ˆ B1; : : : ; Bc) 2 RULES
H 0; B01; : : : ; B
0
c are ground instances of H;B1; : : : ; Bc;
with all variable consistently replaced by ground terms.
8k : B0d 2 EHb(k); 1 • d • cg:
Finally EH is extracted from the sequence of models EHb, b ‚ 0,
EH(k) =
[
b‚0
EHb(k); 8k 2 N+:
Now EH is an extended Herbrand model for the given program. 2
In our construction, EH0 was an ordinal tree, and this tree was extended at each step
by the application of RULES . Since the universal rule has no temporal operators (except
@+A), it cannot extend the tree, so the tree was extended by the anchor rules and level
rules. The anchor rules are applicable only at the root of the tree. They can only extend
the tree in a flxed number of ways, hence an ordinal tree remains one after applications
of anchor rules.
Application of level rules can only lead to extensions of the x-branches. Hence it has
no efiect on the nesting depth of the omega tree. Hence, the resulting extended Herbrand
model will be stable with nesting depth no more than the maximum depth found in all
the rules of the program.
However, level rules can cause the extended Herbrand model to be non-recurring (un-
less we extend our deflnition of recurrence). Individual level rules can extend x-branches
so that they lead either to leafs or recurrences on x-branches, so each application of a
level rule again preserves the ordinal tree structure of EHb. However, an inflnite sequence
of applications of level rules may cause the x-branch to be extended continuously, leading
to non-recurrence.
The construction of the model shows that the structure of rules was an important
factor in obtaining models which have stability.
6.3.2. correctness
Definition 6.1. (Satisfaction) A goal G is said to be satisfled in an extended Her-
brand model if all the ground instances Gµ are satisfled in the extended Herbrand model
according to the map deflned above for temporal operators. If there are no ground in-
stances, then the (empty) goal is trivially satisfled.
Lemma 6.6. If tG and tH are the ordinal structures corresponding to goals G and H
respectively, and µ is a unifler of G and H, then (tG ¡ tH)µ \ tHµ = tGµ.
Easy to see from the construction of the intersection and difierence operations, and the
fact that the head will consist of only one predicate annotation at some leaf. 2
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Theorem 6.7. (Correctness of aligning step) If the aligning step reduces a goal G
to a goal G0 with a unifler µ, and if G0 is satisfled in the extended Herbrand model, then
so is Gµ.
Proof. The lemmas in the last section show that we need only consider proof steps
based on the anchored rules. We have also shown that the application of an anchored
rule corresponds to an operation of the form ((tG¡ tH)\ tB)µ which results in a goal G0.
So, it su–ces to prove that if G0 is satisfled in the extended Herbrand model then so
is G.
Since G0 is not ;, G does indeed match H. G0 is satisfled means that all the predicates
in (tG ¡ tH)µ and tBµ are satisfled. Since the anchored rule H(B is satisfled in the
model, all predicates in tHµ must be satisfled as well. From the above lemma, this means
that all predicates in tGµ are satisfled too, i.e. Gµ is satisfled. 2
Theorem 6.8. (Correctness of Resolution) The resolution algorithm is correct
in the sense that any goal G that succeeds through resolution using a program with FACTS
and RULES will be satisfled in the extended Herbrand model of the program.
Proof. By induction on the number of proof steps. The base induction step involves the
flnal (empty) goal which is satisfled by any model. The inductive step involves proving
that each proof step is correct, which is proved by the above theorem. 2
7. Extensions
There are several interesting ways of extending this logic:
1. We could extend the deflnition of level rules to include rules for composition, which
essentially make assertions about the whole interval based on assertions that hold
in the within and next subintervals. It is easy to see that adding composition rules
will not afiect stability in any way, and that the aligning algorithm will continue to
work.
2. The model of time that we have presented is based on a deflnition of nested se-
quences, where the interpretation of the top level sequence and each nested interval
has to be flxed flrst. By deflning an equivalence relation on ordinal trees, we could
equate two alternate trees that represent the same occurrence patterns of temporal
events but using difierent hierarchies. At the proof system level, we will need to
deflne rules that will transfer the truth values from one point in the ordinal tree to
another, so that the \hierarchy restructuring" is adequately captured.
3. DTLP variables once instantiated retain their value over all time, and are usually
known as rigid variables. Variables that can take difierent values at difierent times
are called °exible variables, they add to the expressive power of DTLP. Arithmetical
relations (operations with +;¡; =; ⁄) on temporal terms involving °exible variables
can express many interesting time varying sequences.
4. Ordinal tree allows the representation of information that uses either a flnite se-
quence of events or an inflnite periodic sequence of events. In some applications
it would be more realistic to have a flnite division of time at certain levels and
also be able to represent flnite sequences in a periodic fashion. We achieve this by
simply re-interpreting ordinal trees as clock trees, which count time modulo some
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flxed number at each level. Clock trees permit only flnite-sized sequences at certain
depths. For example, consider time to be an inflnite sequence of days, where each
day is divided into 24 hours, and each hour is divided into 60 minutes, then the
following two facts: \Every seventh day is a holiday", \It rains for one hour from
5 PM, every second day" and the rule: \Whenever it rains for a full hour, the buses
are late for the next one hour" can all be conveniently represented as clock trees.
Aligning clock trees involves more complex re-structuring than required for ordinal
trees. In the above example, if a temporal rule involving two consecutive hours
is to be applied on the boundary of two days, then the rule requires some more
re-structuring.
5. .Wolper (1983) shows how PTL’s (Propositional Temporal Logic) expressive power
can be increased by allowing grammar-based temporal operators. DTLP’s expres-
sive power can be similarly increased by allowing grammar-based temporal opera-
tors. However certain restrictions are necessary on the grammar to obtain sensible
extensions, as it is possible to write programs that have omega tree models but no
ordinal tree models.
8. Conclusions
Ordinal trees being flnite can be directly embedded and used as a data structure
(ordinal structure) in a logic programming language; In particular, we extended Prolog
with ordinal structures for temporal logic programming. We deflne a temporal predicate
to be an ordinal structure with a leaf node labelled with a Prolog fact. A temporal clause
is used to store temporal-facts, causal-rules and temporal-queries. We describe temporal-
resolution based on aligning to answer temporal queries from temporal facts and (causal)
rules. Our implementation of the DTLP interpreter in Prolog can handle cuts and can
also prove existential queries.
One direction for future investigation is to characterise the power of the resolution
algorithm in proving some kind of completeness result.
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